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Harness the right technology for managing and delivering information quickly and consistently

Master the methodology that creates a framework for implementing content management systems

Jump right into designing and building a CMS with special quick-start chapters

Now with shrewd commentary from CM experts and a full taxonomy of the key CM technologies

“Bob Boiko has done it again—he’s struck the perfect balance between theory and practice in clear, precise language. As the field changes, Content Management Bible remains part of content management’s bedrock.”

— Todd Maguire, senior analyst, Mercator Research Institute for the World Wide Web
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Written by one of the leading experts in content management systems (CMS), this newly revised bestseller guides readers through the confusing-and often intimidating-task of building, implementing, running, and managing a CMS. Updated to cover recent developments in online delivery systems, as well as XML and related technologies. Reflects valuable input from CMS users who attended the author's workshops, conferences, and courses. An essential reference showing anyone involved in information delivery systems how to plan and implement a system that can handle large amounts of information and help achieve an organization's overall goals.
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**Customer Reviews**

As a Project Manager with a mandate to come up with a Content Management System for my organization, over the course of the past three months I've found the CMS Bible by Boiko simply essential, as most of the other 'bible' tech books I've read have been. He provides a very robust framework that you can follow in your project, if you have the time to read through its almost 1000 pages. First, he delves into a very thorough discussion about the more 'phylosophical' topics of content (what it is, what is data, what is metadata, etc.) and content management at large. If you haven't gotten your feet wet with a CMS project before, the first 10 chapters (175 pages) will get you soaked with the type of dilemmas you are bound to face when you work on a CMS. Then, he provides what could be considered a "recipe" to put together a CMS successfully (though no two CMS projects are ever alike, but a lot of them have similar characteristics). There are a number of
chapters and sections specifically devoted to the steps required to ensure a successful outsourcing of the project, but the framework he provides is not limited to it: you can perfectly apply it to an in-house implementation. Also, he tends to paint the largest possible picture (with all staff possible, etc.) but you can very easily scale it down to the size and shape of your organization. In general, his framework goes back once and again to the concept of the "Wheel of Content Management" where he connects the spikes that allow the 'wheel' to move: goals and requirements, audiences, publications, authors, acquisition sources, workflow and staff and access structures, all revolving around the central content component classes with metadata as the outside of the wheel, serving as a container for it all.
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